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CONGRATULATIONS….. on downloading this Workbook to accompany my ALL-NEW 
4-PART MASTERCLASS:

“Fill Your Kickass Online Course – Here’s How”

First, please remember to put the following dates on your calendar at 10am PT / 11am MT / 
12pm CT / 1pm ET:

•	 DAY 1 ( May 26): “How And Why To Offer Group (Leveraged) Programs Using A Sales 
Funnel”

•	 DAY 2 (May 27): “How To Create A Winning Funnel to Fill An Upcoming Online 
Course”

•	 DAY 3 (May 28): “How To Set Up An “Evergreen” Funnel To Sell Home Study Pro-
grams 24/7” 

•	 DAY 4 (May 29): “5 CRITICAL Keys For Creating and Selling Your Successful Online 
Course (including how to be PAID to create a Home Study Course!)”

Second, please be sure you have joined my Facebook Group where all of the trainings will take 
place:

Build Your Killer Practice - Online and Off - For Health And Wellness Pros   

NOW A WORD…
I’m so thrilled you’ll be joining us, because now is a very ripe and rich time to get clients for 
your health or wellness business.

Is the world changing?  Absolutely.

And yet, health is the #1 topic in the news.  We have people’s undivided attention on this sub-
ject.  People are motivated to do the things they CAN do more than ever before.

And fortunately, we have the ONLINE PLATFORMS available to lead courses, groups, programs 
and workshops which allow us to serve people passionately while making a great living!

That’s what this training is all about.  Specifically, how to use what’s called an “Online Funnel” to 
move people naturally from first learning about your work to becoming bona-fide paid clients.  

We’re going to cover more than one type of funnels, how they work, and what you must under-

https://www.facebook.com/groups/WellpreneursPracticeBuiding/
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stand to build them effectively.  We’re also going to cover critical keys to creating and filling your 
course effectively – so you avoid common traps and goofs.

SO WHY SHOULD YOU LISTEN TO ME? 

Because I’ve made all the mistakes and errors for you, LOL!

I’ve created and sold programs online for years now.  You may know my successful programs, 
“Turning Conversations Into Clients,” “Lucrative Course Blueprint,” and “The 6-Figure 
Biz Academy.”

Let me tell you that I’ll be sharing with you everything I know now that I wish I knew then!

And if you’re new to my work, rest assured that I am a successful business coach and mentor 
specializing in health-oriented practices who has a business that earns multiple 6-figures annual-
ly year after year. 

So print out this guide, and have it handy during all 4 trainings.  They’ll be a lot of new informa-
tion you’re going to fill in here to send you on your way to thriving with virtual groups and pro-
grams even NOW, during today’s uncertainty.

I can’t wait to help you build an amazing and lucrative online course!

Cheers to your success! 
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DAY 1:
How and Why to Offer Group (Leveraged) Programs Using a Sales Funnel

While the traditional 1:1 private service model (i.e. fee-for-service) can be great money and is 
often the cornerstone of our work, the reality is that if you are “stuck” only doing 1:1 you are 
leaving significant money on the table!  

Here the four major drawbacks of the 1:1 service delivery model:

1. It’s                       for                         .  You are trading             for money in a     :      
    ratio.
2. Your income will eventually             out.
3. You will eventually             out on the number of                          that you can allocate to 
    seeing clients.
4. With these                          your                          will eventually hit a                         .

What’s the solution?  Create                          and                          income streams!

                         income refers to being able to serve                          people at any given time.

                         income refers to generating                          via                          you’ve 
already created in your business such as a                                                  ,                         , 
or                         .  This is generally a stand alone product that you                                                 
and then are able to passively generate income.  

Understanding how to                              and                               your 
course is just as important as                               it!  It’s a critical 

part of the process because this will determine your                         .  
(Remember, if no one                              , even the best course 

will                              ).

A                                                   is the process through which your audience: 

1.                          you.
2. Gets to                          you.
3. Learns the                          of your                         .
4. Then is offered an opportunity to                                                   from you.

It can be helpful to picture a sales funnel as the                          portion of an upside-down  
                             .
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The reason the funnel is shaped like an upside down triangle is because the                         , 
which is the                                                  , is where the most people will 
                        your funnel.  This is where your                                                                  .

Then, a subset will navigate to the                                                   of the funnel and will give 
you their                          and                                                   in exchange for your                         
                        .

A                          subset will go on to become                                                  .
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Day 2:  
How to Create a Winning Funnel to Fill an Upcoming Online Course

Framework 1:  Sales Funnel for                          /                          Enrollment

An Open Enrollment program means that it                          on a certain                         .  
(Once you’ve missed it, you have to                          for the                                                   .

Everyone is in a                                                   progressing at the same time.  Often these 
programs have                                                  .

Here is an example funnel for a paid program called “Healing From Leaky Gut”

 
BONUS Information:

What makes an                                                   different?  
1. Pretty cool                         
2.                                                   savings
3.                                                   bonuses

Types of Incentives:
1.                                                   Savings if people                          by a certain                          
    After this                         , the price goes                         .
2.                                                    bonus is a special                          for the first “x” peo-
ple that                                                  .  Once those sign up, it’s                         .

Using both types of incentives creates a lot of
                               and                              !
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Day 3:  
How to set up an “Evergreen Funnel” to Sell Your Online Course or Home Study 24/7 
(even while you sleep!)

Framework 2:  Sales Funnel for                                                  

An evergreen product is when you sell a home-study program or offer where people can buy it at 
any time, 24/7, and can go through the material on their own at their own pace.

1. Something you’ve already                          and are now                         .
2. Generally, you are                          leading it                         .
3. It’s                          available for                         .
4. No specific                          timeline.

However what is different here is that the entire 
process is                             .

Let’s look at the critical piece that occurs after the potential client has consumed your free 
material (i.e. downloaded your report, watched your pre-recorded webinar):

1. You send                         ,                          emails to them (                        )
2. These promote the                                                  .
3. They include                          to buy it, such as                                                   
    and                                                   for early enrollment.
4. The process is completely                         .  Once it’s set up, there’s nothing you have to 
    do.
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Paid Social Media Ads
Paid Ads =                                                    fast!  Be sure to pay close attention to the 
                         so that you make                          than you                          and to ensure 
that you have a                         model.

Facebook/IG Ads - Know Your Metrics

To make this model                          you need to know the                          at every                          
of the process:

1. How much you                          on ads.
2. How many people                          the ads.
3. How many people                                                   the ads.
4. How many people                          for your                         .
5. How many people actually buy your                                                  .
6. Then, you can                         ,                          or                          any part of your 
                            .

Troubleshooting Your Ad Campaign

• If lots of people are                          your ads but not                          on them - you 
   need to make your                                                   or                          more
                           and                         .
• If many people are clicking your ads but                                                  for your                          
   you may need to make your                                                    more                          and 
                           .
• If many people are                          for your                          but are                          
                            your paid product, you may need to make a more                            
                             for a                                                  . 
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Day 4:
5 Critical Keys for Creating and Selling Your Online Course

Tip #1:  Know what your                                                                  . 

Example:
My “6 Figure Biz Academy” is a very comprehensive program that includes all you need to know 
to build a thriving nutrition business.  But I wondered what would the                         ,  
                                                 program be?  

So I began to:
•                          my audience
• Paid                                                  .
• Learned that the biggest problem was                                                  .
• Identified an                                                  :  Turn their consultations into paying 
   clients!
• My “Turning Conversations Into Clients” Course was born.

You’ll want to                                                what your audience desperately                         :
•                          to them.
•                          potential clients.
•                          in Facebook groups.
• Do your                         .  

Find out what people                                                                  !

Tip #2:  Make sure your                                               delivers                       .

Too often free content:
• No                          information
• Comes across like one                                                   job.
• The client feels                         .

You must ensure that your                        or                                            teaches                        
content … even for those who may                                                                                         !

Tip #3:  You don’t need your                                               created before you begin  

                      it!

Some people get so                         that they don’t even                        !

Here’s what you need to start marketing/selling your course:

1. You need to have the                         prepared so you can accurately represent it on a 
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                                                    and in your                                                .
2. But fleshing out the                        ,                        ,                        , etc. can be done 
    one week at a time.
3. In fact, one of the                         of this is you can see how people are                         
    and along the way you may decide to                         things or slightly change the 
                            based on what your students are showing you that they                        
                           !

Tip #4:  You can be                        to create a                                               product.

Here are two ways you can do this:

1. Deliver your course                         the first time.  You just simply need to                         
                            for a                                                 later.  This way, you have all of the 
    participants                                                 the first time, it’s almost like they’re paying  
    you to                                                                        !

Then, you use all the                        ,                        , and all                         from the 
course to package into a home study program for                                                !

This makes much more sense then sitting at home by yourself spending hours recording, 
creating handouts, and putting together content only to find out later that it   
                                             ! 

2.  The second way to be paid to create a home study program is to                         it. This 
is when you promote the entire program in detail, and you say it will be available at “X 
date.” With this strategy, you’ll do the entire                                                  and
                                               as I have taught you in this masterclass.  In the off-
chance you didn’t get enough sales, you would simply                                                 
                        and not spend the hours and hours making the course.

Assuming you did get all the sales you were expecting plus some - now you have been                                                                                                 
to                                                                         everyone is waiting for!

And because there’s a date it’s going to become available, it keeps you motivated and on track 
to get all the                                                 and the                                                !

Tip #5:  Consider doing a                                              .

A beta course, also called a pilot program is when you offer a course to a                         
                                                  of your                                                 and who agree to 
help you develop it and give you                         along the way.

This assures that you develop something that your 
community                       and                                              before you 

ever                                              !
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Are You Enjoying Exponential Income from Offering Classes, Workshops Or Home 
Study Products?

Or Are You Leaving                   On The Table?

Want 10+ hours of hand holding an expert instruction, including 3 LIVE laser coaching sessions, 
as well as 45+ handouts, templates, samples, and worksheets?

Check out my new course, Updated for 2020:

www.LucrativeCourseBlueprint.com

It’s version 2.0, and starts on June 8th!

Questions?  Reach out to Success@LesliBitel.com

Easy Money

http://www.LucrativeCourseBlueprint.com
https://lucrativecourseblueprint.com/
https://lucrativecourseblueprint.com/



